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OVERVIEW

Examining the reliability of radiologist
reported TIRADS scores

Purpose

• ACR TIRADS criteria in
May 2017 improved
thyroid US reporting.
• Radiologist-reported
TIRADS scores and final
recommendations are
still subjective without
further standardization.
• Comparison of free-form
style reporting with
standardized automated
reporting.

Findings

• Template utilization
increases accuracy of the
reported TIRADS scores,
and vice versa.
• Accuracy of
recommendations for
the nodules significantly
increases after ACR
Criteria adoption, but
further increases after
template standardization.

Impact

• Template standardization
led to a decrease in the
number of nodules
recommended for
unwarranted workup
per ACR Criteria from
65% to 27%.
• More than just ACR
Criteria adoption, the
push for points-based,
standardized reporting
of thyroid US can lead to
further decrease in
unnecessary nodule
workup.

BACKGROUND

TIRADS template at our institution
Example of application

Overview of TIRADS

• A template to directly convert
thyroid ultrasound findings into a
calculated TIRADS score
eliminates the biases of free-form
reporting.
• A points-based template can
increase the accuracy and reduce
the bias associated with TIRADS
scoring during report dictation.
• The implementation of this
template occurred after the ACR
2017 criteria was published.

METHODS
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Study recorded the radiologist-reported ultrasound findings, TIRADS
score, and final recommendations for each subset out of the 953 thyroid
nodules recommended for further imaging or biopsy.

METHODS

Steps used to calculate reporting accuracy
Data retrieval from thyroid US reports
Findings
Nodule 1
Characteristics
TIRADS Score
Nodule 2
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Recommendation
Nodule 2
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Chi-squared tests between observed and expected subsets were used to determine statistical
significance in each area of discrepancy.

METHODS

Steps used to calculate reporting accuracy
Example data analysis for Nodule 1
Findings

Methodology
1•

Recalculated our own TIRADS Score
strictly by the ACR criteria from
Characteristics.
Characteristics

•
2

TIRADS Score “observed” compared
against “expected” TIRADS Score for
each nodule.

3•

Used an algorithm to determine correct
Recommendation strictly by ACR Criteria
by the expected TIRADS score
Score

4•

Recommendation “observed” compared
against the “expected” Recommendation
for each nodule.

Characteristics

TIRADS Score

Impression
Recommendation

Chi-squared tests between observed and expected scores and recommendations were used
to determine statistical significance in each area of discrepancy.

RESULTS

Template utilization leads to increased accuracy of the
reported TIRADS scores as compared with the expected
scores, and vice versa
Analysis of sample data
Figure 1. Frequency of TIRADS score discrepancy
between observed and expected
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Key takeaways:
• 473 of 534 nodules
assessed with the
standardized template
had an expected
TIRADS score that
matched the observed
TIRADS score.
• 60 of 187 nodules
assessed with freeform reporting after
May 2017 had
matching scores (89%
versus 32%,
statistically significant).

RESULTS

Accuracy of recommendation based on the characteristics
of the nodule is significantly increased after ACR Criteria
adoption, but further increased after template
standardization
Analysis of sample data
Figure 2. Frequency of recommendation
discrepancy between observed and expected
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Key takeaways:
• Only 7% (16 of 232 thyroid
nodules) prior to TIRADS
adoption1 had observations
matching expected
recommendations.
• Metric improved to 41% (77 of
187 thyroid nodules) after
TIRADS adoption among all
free-form radiologist reports.
• Further improved to 56% (297
of 534) with use of TIRADS
standardized template
(statistically significant).
1

Adoption of template occurred in May 2017

RESULTS

Template standardization led to a decrease in the number
of nodules recommended for further workup against ACR
Criteria from 65% to 27%
Analysis of sample data
Figure 3. Percentage of nodules that actually should have
required further workup (based on calculated TIRADS score)
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Key takeaways:
• 65% of the thyroid nodules
studied (121 of 187) should
not have been recommended
for further management per
ACR criteria based on
expected TIRAD scores of TR
1, 2, 3 (<1.5 cm), or 4 (<1.0
cm).
• In comparison, among the 534
nodules reported with our
standardized template, only
27% (142 of 534) had these
expected TIRADS scores,
while 73% had TIRADS
scores that require further
workup by ACR criteria.

Conclusions
• Using a standardized template for thyroid
ultrasound reports can improve the accuracy of
the TIRADS score and improve the reliability of
recommendations for further management
communicated to the clinician.
• More than just ACR Criteria adoption, the push for
points-based, standardized reporting of thyroid US
can lead to a further decrease in unnecessary nodule
workup.

